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Are energetic electrons in the solar wind the source of
the

outer

radiation

belt?

Xinlin Li, I n . N. Baker,lM. Ternerin,
e D . Larson,e R. P. Lin,e
Abstract. Usingdata from WIND, SAMPEX (Solar, susday of year. Numerousexamplesof abrupt electron
Anomalous,and MagnetosphericParticle Explorer), enhancements extend across all L-values from L~2 to
and the LosAlamosNationalLaboratory(LANL) sen- ~7.
sorsonboardgeostationarysatellites,we investigatethe
correlation of energetic electrons in the 20-200 keV
range in the solar wind and of high speed solar wind
streamswith relativistic electronsin the magnetosphere
to determine whether energetic electrons in the solar
wind

are the source of the outer

relativistic

electron

radiation belt. Though there is some correlation between energeticelectronenhancementsin the solar wind
and enhancementsin the outer radiation belt, the phase
space density of 20-200 keV electronsin the solar wind
is not adequate to supply the outer radiation belt electrons. Although lower energy electrons in the solar
wind could be a seedpopulation of the outer radiation
belt, such lower energy electronscannot achieverelativistic energiesthrough the normal processof radial
transport which conservesthe first adiabatic invariant.
Thus additional internal acceleration processesare re-

quired within the magnetosphereto producethe outer
radiation belt. High speedsolar wind streams are well
correlated with increasedmagnetic activity and with
increased

fluxes in the outer radiation

belt.

The max-

imum correlation between the high speed streams and
the radiation belt flux occurswith an increasingtime
delay for higher energiesand and lower L values. We
concludethat accelerationprocesses
within the magnetospherewhich are well correlatedwith high speedsolar
wind streams are responsiblefor the outer radiation belt
electrons.

outer

propertiesof the outer radiation belt and the basicprocesses
that are thought to be important in its dynamics.
Three gradients typically characterizethe outer radia-

tion belt electrons.(1) At any givenenergythe phase
spacedensity,f:p , of electronsincreases
with decreasing
L downto aboutL=4 closeto the so-calledslot region
(L=2.5-3.5). (2) At any given/i (the first adiabatic

invariant
/i - p•/2moB),however,
fp decreases
with
decreasing
L. (3) At anygivenL fp decreases
with en-

ergy. None of thesepropertiesare absolutelytrue at all

times but they are characteristic
features[e.g.,Roederer, 1970].
Two processesthat are important in the dynamicsof
the radiation belt are radial transport in the form of

radial diffusionor impulsiveinjectionsand pitch angle
scattering. Radial diffusionor impulsiveinjection conserves/•and thus inwardtransportincreases
the energy

of the transportedelectrons.Pitch anglescatteringapproximatelyconserves
the electron'senergywhile leading to electronlossby scatteringinto the lossconeand
consequentprecipitation into the atmosphere.
While radial transport can usually explain the in-

creasein the electronflux at almostany L and energy,it
can not explain the origin of the outer radiation belt as
a whole. Radial transport requiresan outer boundary
that is the ultimate

Introduction
The

The origin of the outer radiation belt electrons remains an unsolved problem. To understand the nature
of the problem it is necessaryto understandsomebasic

source of the electrons but which

is itself not explainedby radial transport. Two obvious
radiation

belt

consists of electrons

sources for the electron flux at such an outer bound-

with

hundreds of keV to MeV energies. While there is no
clear boundary between radiation belt electrons and
lower energy plasmasheetand ring current electrons,
above 0.4 MeV electronsusually do not showrapid vari-

ary are electrons in the solar wind or electrons accel-

erated in the outer part of the magnetosphere.The
purposeof this letter is to determineif energeticelectrons in the solar wind are an adequatesourceof such
ability on the time scaleof substorminjections[e.g., electronsthrough the normal and understoodprocess
Bakeret al. 1986]. Nevertheless,
comparedto the inner of radial transport, a processwhich conservesat least
radiation belt, the outer zoneshowsa great deal of vari- the first adiabatic invariant, or whether someother acability on a time scale correlatedwith magnetospheric celerationprocess,suchaswave-particleinteractionsrestormsand high speedsolar wind streams [Paulikas sulting in the heating of part of the electrondistribuof the magand Blake, 1979]. Figure i is an exampleof radiation tion, is requiredwithin or at the boundaries
belt electronsmeasuredby SAMPEX. The data, sorted netosphere.Sinceradial diffusionproceedsby moving
accordingto L-value(in binsof 0.1 L), are plottedvet- electronsfrom regionsof higherphasespacedensityto
lower phase space density and since lossesoccur during the processof radial diffusiondue, for instance,to
•Lab. for Atmosphericand SpacePhysics,University of
pitch angle scattering, for electronsin the solar wind
Colorado, Boulder
2SpaceSciencesLab., Universityof California,Berkeley to be the sourceof the outer radiationbelt their phase
spacedensityshouldbe substantiallyhigherthan that
3Los Alamos National Lab., Los Alamos, New Mexico
of the correspondingelectronsin the radiation belt. In
i Dept. of SpaceSciences,AerospaceCorp., Los Angeles addition, we would then expect that there shouldbe a
5NASA GSFC and HughesSTX, Greenbelt,Maryland
correlationbetweenchangesin the solarwind flux and
6Calif. Inst. of Technology,Pasadena,California

in the radiation

belt.

It has been suggestedthat relativistic electrons in
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the solar wind, either from the Sun or from Jupiter,
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may be a source of the relativistic electrons in the
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magnetosphere[e.g.,Baker et al., 1979;Bakeret al.,
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Discussion

Figure2 showsvarioussolarwind and magnetospheric
quantitiesfor the first half of 1995 Panel (b) shows
the recurrent high speedstreamsduring the first half
of 1995. These high speed streams are precededby
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Figure 1. A color-coded representation of electron
fluxesmeasuredby the SAMPEX P1 channel(> 0.4
MeV electronsand > 4 MeV protons)from 01/01/1994
to 12/31/1995. The data are binnedin 0.1 L-valuesand
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1986; Bezrodnykhet al., 1986]. However,Christonet
al. [1989]showedthat the outerradiationbelt doesnot
have the 13 month periodicity of the MeV Jovian electrons in the solar wind. It is more appropriate to compare electronswith tens to hundredsof keV in the solar
wind with radiation

belt electrons

since such electrons

would have about MeV energiesafter radially moving
inward while conserving•uand their phasespacedensity
is larger. It has also been suggestedthat internal magnetosphericprocesses,which correlate with high speed
solar wind streams, may be responsible for enhance-

mentsin the relativisticelectrons[Paulikasand Blake,
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1979; Baker et al., 1986; Chenette et al., 1988; Baker et

al., 1994;Bakeret al., 1996].
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We use data from WIND, SAMPEX, and the LANL
dn•s •f 1995
sensorson geosynchronous
satellitesduring the first half
Figure 2. Various parametersplotted vs. time for
of 1995. The WIND electronfluxesin the energyrange
of 27-182 keV, the solar wind velocity, and solar wind the first half of 1•5. The panelsare' (a) differential

(electron/cm2-s-sr-Me¾)
in the solar
density are providedby the 3D plasmaand energetic flux of electrons
particlesexperiment [Lin et al., 1995];the magnetic wind (every 15 minutes)with the energies'27.2 key
ee.2
(reen),
(purpl);
solar
field is from the magnetometer[Leppinget al., 1995].
SAMPEX was launched on 3 July 1992 into a nearly wind velocity(every 14 minutes),¬w; (½)the hourly
polar orbit with an altitude of about 600 km, an inclination of 820, and an orbital period of about 95 minutes

averaged magnitude and Bz component of the inter-

planetarymagneticfield;(d) solarwind plasmadensity
[Bakeret al., 1993]. The data here are daily averages (every14 minutes),•,w ;(e), (f), (g), (i) daily averages
binn•d at various invariant latitudes from the PET inof the integralflux of electrons
(electron/cm-s-sr)meastrument [Cooket al., 1993],coveringthe energyrange suredby SAMPEX, red (green)line is for ) 0.4 MeV
>0.4 MeV electrons,and2-6 MeV electrons(ELO), and (2-6 MeV) electronsrespectively,
for invariantlatitude
daily averagedelectrondata from the geosynchronousgreater than 80ø, L-10, L-6.6, L-4; The )0.4 MeV
LANL sensorsin the energy range of 0.7-1.8 MeV and electronchannelalso respondsto •4 MeV protons;for
1.8-3.5MeV [Meieret al., 1996].The first half of 1995 invariant latitude ) 800 it is dominatedby cosmicray

was in the declining phaseof the solar cycle approaching sunspotminimum, a time whenrecurrenthighspeed protons, while for L-4, 6.6, and 10 it is dominated by
solar wind streams emanating from persistentcoronal trapped electrons. (h) daily averagesof the differenofelectrons
measured
holes were prominent. WIND and SAMPEX had con- tial flux(electron/cme-s-sr-MeV)
tinuous measurements of the solar wind and of relativisby the LANL sensoronboard geosynchronous
satellite
tic electronsin the magnetosphere,respectively. The (1989-046)with the energies:
0.7-1.8MeV (black)and
LANL data alsohad continuouscoverageof relativistic 1.8-3.5MeV (purple).The last twopanels((j) and(k))
electronsduring this period.
display D•t and the K• indices.
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magnetic field enhancementsand solar wind density

Solar Wind Speed

(panels(c) and (d)). The high speedstreamstogether

Solar

cated by decreases
in Dst (panel(j)) and increasesin
Kp (panel(k)). Someof the energeticsolarwind electron fluctuations(panel(a)) are correlatedwith the so-
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68 and 112.
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Energeticinterplanetary
electrons
(>0.4 MeV) should • -0.2
-0.4

cosmicray protons which dominatein the high latitude
region,only the day 112 solar particle event is clearly
seenby SAMPEX in the >0.4 MeV electron channelin
the polar cap. More energeticelectrons,including Jovian electrons,are seenin the 2-6 MeV channel. The
relatively low level of such electronsin the solar wind
as reflected in the polar cap fluxes can be compareddi-

rectlywith the muchhigherradiationbelt levels(panels
(f) through(i)). Note that the 2-6 MeV flux is multipliedby 5 in panel(e). Panel(f)shows the flux at the
foot of field line at L=10, which is near the limit of sta-
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Figure 3. Daily averagedsolarwind speedvs. SAMPEX electronfluxes(solidfor >0.4 MeV and dottedfor

2-6 MeV) at L=10 (a) andL=6.6 (b). Daily averaged

solar wind electron fluxes vs. SAMPEX

electron fluxes

at L=10 (c) and L--6.6 (d), solidfor 27.2key vs. >0.4
MeV and dotted for 182 key vs. 2-6 MeV.

s-sr-MeV.

The differential

flux at 0.7 MeV is estimated

bly trappedelectrons.Panels(g) and (h) showelectrons to be 1.6 x 105electron/cm2-s-sr-MeV
usinga power
near the geosynchronousmagnetic field line at L-6.6,
law
to
fit
the
energy
spectra
(j
=
AE-a).
If the solar
(g) from SAMPEX and (h) from LANL detectorsat
geosynchronousorbit. The L values at SAMPEX are wind electronsin panel (a) are the sourceof geosynelectronsin panel(h), the differentialfluxesin
determinedby mapping the field line usingthe Interna- chronous
tionalGeomagnetic
Reference
Field (IGRF) model1990 panel(a) shouldexceeda minimumlevel.The required
extrapolated to the time of observation. The flux at andactuallymeasured
differential
fluxes(electron/cm
2SAMPEX is about 2-3 ordersof magnitude lower than s-sr-MeV)of 27.2keV,66.3keV,and 182keVduringthis
the correspondingLANL fluxesbecauseSAMPEX mea- periodare listedin Table 1. An electronwith a perpensures only electrons near the loss cone. However, the dicularenergyof 0.7 MeV at geosynchronous
orbit in a
temporal variations at SAMPEX and geosynchronous magnetic field of 120 nT correspondsto electronswith
are well correlated despite this and despite the differ- perpendicularenergiescoveredby 27.2 keV, 66.3 keV,
encesin the energy ranges of the respective detectors. and 182 keV energychannelsin magneticfieldsof 3-20

Panel (i) shows> 0.4 MeV electronflux at the foot of nT, which are in the rangeof the solarwind magnetic
fieldsshownin panel(c) of Fig. 2. The averagemagniat L=4. At fluxes> 104/cm2-s-sr-MeV,
thischannelis tude of the solar wind magneticfield for this period is
subject to saturation but the temporal structure of the 5.25 nT, so on averagean electronwith a perpendicular
fluxes can still be discerned.
energyof 0.7 MeV in a magneticfield of 120 nT correWe first compare the phasespacedensity of electrons spondsto a solarwind electronof 49.2 keV. Comparing
measuredin the solar wind and in the magnetosphere. the numbers, the electrons measured in the solar wind
the field line near the usual peak of the outer zone flux

The known parameter for electrons is the differential are not adequate to explain the electrons measured at

flux. The phasespacedensity,fp, and differentialflux, geostationaryorbit even without taking into account
j, are related by
any lossesthat may occur during radial transport.
There are other significantcorrelationsbetweenquanfp _j/p2,
(1)
tities in the solarwind and electronsin the magnetowherep (= m07v) is the relativisticelectronmomen- sphere.Panel(f) and (g) of Fig. 2 showsimilartempotum. The average differential flux of 0.7-1.8 MeV in

ral variations in the electron flux. The electron flux en-

panel(h) for this periodis about43000electron/cm
2- hancementsare correlatedwith the the solarwind speed
(panel (b)) with somedelay. Electronenhancements
Table 1. Comparison of j•

in solar wind at dif-

appear to occur earlier at larger L-shells and lower energiesfollowingenhancements
in the solarwind speed.

ferentenergies
with j (=160385electrons/cm2-s
- To
sr-MeV) at 0.7 MeV at geostationaryorbit.
j _ fp, p2
27.2 keV
66.3 keV
182 keV

requiredj,.•
3797
9604
29161

measured
1470
142
21

demonstrate these effects, the linear correlation coefficientfor differenttime delaysbetweenthe daily averaged solar wind speed and the SAMPEX electron flux

at L=10 and L=6.6 is shownin panel (a) and (b) of
F' 3. Panel(a) showsthat the >0.4 MeV electronsat

Llgi0
correlate
best
with
thesolar
wind
speed
onthe

same day while 2-6 MeV electrons correlate best with

the solar wind speed after a two or three day delay.

Panel(b) showsthat the >0.4 MeV electronsat L=6.6
correlate best with the solar wind speed after a three
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day delay while 2-6 MeV electrons correlate best with
the solar wind speed after a four day delay.
The linear correlation

coefficient

for different
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time de-

lays betweenthe daily averagedsolar electronsand electrons in the magnetospheremeasuredby SAMPEX at
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